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IntErvIEw wIth BeNOîT POTIeR

seRvINg sOcIeTy ThROUgh 
INNOvATION

why Is ThIs ANNUAL RePORT 
eNTITLed “INNOvATe?” 

innovation is at the heart of  
air liquide’s strategy and has 
been part of the group’s dna 
since its founding. the structural 
changes occurring in our markets 
are challenging us to strenghten 
our competitiveness and to 
increase the role of innovation 
in our strategy. Competitiveness 
and innovation drive customer 
satisfaction and differentiation. 
in an environment undergoing 
profound transformation, this 
enables us to sustain air liquide’s 
stability and strength and seize 
growth opportunities. innovating 
also is about responding to our 
world’s most significant challenges, 
including the environment, energy, 
health and urbanization. it really 
means constantly working for  
the benefit of society.

hOw wOULd yOU descRIBe  
AIR LIqUIde’s APPROAch  
TO INNOvATION?

our innovation takes place in 
three areas. the first is in our 
core business which is our field of 
expertise. this is about constantly 
doing better by going off the beaten 
track, astonishing our customers 
and adding recognized value. for 
example, we are improving our 
technologies to reduce the energy 
required to produce one cubic meter 
of oxygen. the second is in adjacent 
businesses, which is the field  
requiring audacity to go beyond 
traditional frontiers of the business 
to invent a totally new concept.  
our introduction of cleaner and 
quieter means of refrigerated 

transport for fresh products is an 
illustration. finally, innovating for 
the transformational businesses 
involves intuition. it means creating, 
taking risks and entering new 
markets. this is happening today 
with hydrogen energy, where 
we are developing filling stations 
for the hydrogen-fueled electric 
cars of tomorrow. for our teams, 
what could be more interesting 
and motivating than breaking new 
ground and exploring uncharted 
territories?

INNOvATION Is ALsO A sTATe 
Of mINd. hOw Is IT cULTIvATed 
INTeRNALLy?

innovation requires a pioneering 
spirit, agile, competitive and open 
to the outside world. it’s why we 
feel it is so important to give our 
employees the space and autonomy 
they need to undertake projects 
that move our business forward. 
with our alohatm offer, our 
electronics teams have invented a 
series of new molecules that enable 
our semiconductor customers to 
design the tablets and smartphones 
of tomorrow. the researchers  
and experts who came up with  
this idea worked in project mode,  
similar to a start-up, while 
benefiting from access to the 
group’s resources. we make  
it possible for entrepreneurs to  
thrive at air liquide by emphasizing  
that innovation is the business  
of everyone, not just experts  
and specialists. it means having  
a vision of where our businesses  
are going and anticipating the  
major challenges and emerging 
needs of our society.
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Benoît Potier, 
Chairman and Ceo,  
air liquide grouP



seRvINg sOcIeTy ThROUgh 
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hAs AIR LIqUIde chANged  
hOw IT INNOvATes?

yes, of course. as we move away 
from what is known, business 
models change and technologies 
become more sophisticated. 
innovation today occurs 
increasingly through a system of 
“open innovation,” which allows us 
to combine different sciences and 
develop truly original technologies 
and offers. our products are central 
to many industrial processes and 
used throughout the value chain, 
enabling us to understand customer 
and patient needs well upstream 
and respond with new solutions. 
innovation is also a part of the 
global competitive battlefield. 
succeeding in today’s world requires 
very quickly testing the market, 
fast-tracking decision-making and  
mobilizing resources to where they 
are needed. our new Businesses, 
innovation and technologies 
committee helps ensure that we 
are more selective and efficient 
with our technological and strategic 
choices.

whAT Is yOUR AssessmeNT  
Of AIR LIqUIde’s 2012 ResULTs?

the group achieved a solid 
performance in 2012 in a global 
environment more contrasted than 
expected. revenue increased by  
+6%. our gas & services business, 
which accounts for more than 
90% of the group’s total business, 
was up +6.5%. the +4.9% growth 
in net income enabled us to 
again raise our dividend. the 
year saw a good overall level of 
business activity, investments and 
expansion in fast growing markets, 
targeted acquisitions and good 
management of our balance sheet. 
this performance demonstrates the 
group’s ability to generate steady, 
long-term growth.

ANd IN TeRms Of INNOvATION?

the group maintained innovation 
spending at a level close to 2% of 
revenue and continued to deploy 
its technologies. three examples: 
hydrogen energy is gaining  
ground with the development and  
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IntErvIEw wIth BeNOîT POTIeR



installation of new hydrogen 
filling stations in europe and 
participation in various projects 
in Japan; in waste management, 
our technologies are helping to 
transform household waste into 
biogas for production of clean 
energy; finally, our expertise in 
extreme cryogenics enabled us to 
win contracts for major scientific 
research projects such as iter.

whAT Is yOUR OUTLOOk  
fOR 2013?

first of all, i am confident for  
the medium term as a result of 
the investments we have made 
in the fastest growing markets. in 
addition, the increase in engineering 
& Construction orders and the 
strength of our 12 months portfolio 
of investment opportunities attests 
to our customers’ confidence over 
the medium term. finally, more 
than 50 new production units will 
be commissioned over the next two 
years. however, we expect a mixed 
short-term growth environment. 
Barring a degradation of the 
environment, we are confident  
in our ability to deliver another  
year of net profit growth in 2013.

whAT ImPAcT hAs The cRIsIs hAd 
ON TReNds IN yOUR mARkeTs?

the diversity of our geographic 
presence and our businesses allows 
us to capture growth where it 
occurs. midway through the alma 
2015 program, we are updating  
our strategy in 2013, taking 
into account three underlying 
trends shaping our markets: the 
geopolitical and strategic shift in 
industrial production and the need 
for natural resources; demography 
and urbanization, which are 
changing citizen expectations 
and behaviors; and the appetite 
for innovation. these trends are 
sources of growth for the group.

ThIs yeAR, AIR LIqUIde  
Is ceLeBRATINg 100 yeARs  
Of BeINg LIsTed ON The PARIs 
sTOck exchANge. whAT  
A jOURNey!

it’s true that the small company 
introduced on the Paris stock 
market in 1913 has become a 
global leader, capable of constantly 
reinventing its business to anticipate 
the challenges of its markets and 
consistently delivering profitable 
long-term growth. the loyalty 
of air liquide shareholders, who 
today buy and sell shares using 
mobile apps and tablets, represents 
the cornerstone of a long-term 
investment policy. air liquide has 
always believed in this model,  
which offers the stability needed  
by businesses and the economy  
in a world undergoing profound 
changes.

AIR LIqUIde ReLIes ON 
TechNOLOgIcAL exPeRTIse.  
Is IT eAsy TO RecRUIT eNgINeeRs?

our global presence, market-
focused organization and culture of 
innovation appeal to engineering 
talent. the nature of our business 
puts us at the center of important 
societal subjects such as energy, 
health, reducing pollution, the digital 
world and space conquest and we 
offer our employees diversified and 
international career opportunities. 
with the shortage of engineers 
in europe, the u.s. and other 
advanced countries, we need to 
rekindle young people’s interest in 
technological professions and being 
part of the world of industry and 
innovation that contribute so much 
to economic development.
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BOARd  
Of dIRecTORs

GOvErnanCE
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AT 31 decemBeR 2012

a - KarEn KatEn member of the appointments and governance Committee; B - BEnOît POtIEr Chairman and Ceo;  
C - thIErry dEsmarEst Chairman of the appointments and governance Committee – member of the remuneration Committee;  
d - BéatrICE majnOnI d’IntIGnanO member of the audit and accounts Committee; E - thIErry PEuGEOt member of the audit  
and accounts Committee; F - Gérard dE la martInIèrE Chairman of the audit and accounts Committee; G - jEan-Paul aGOn member  
of the remuneration Committee; h - alaIn jOly member of the appointments and governance Committee, member of the remuneration Committee;  
I - sIân hErBErt-jOnEs director; j - Paul sKInnEr member of the audit and accounts Committee; K - COrnElIs van lEdE Chairman  
of the remuneration Committee – member of the appointments and governance Committee; l - PIErrE duFOur senior executive vice-President.
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the composition of the Board of directors 
reflects its diversity; of its 12 members, 
each appointed to a four-year term, five 
nationalities are represented (french,  
British, dutch, american, Canadian) and  
three are women. 

sTRATegy fOcUs

in 2012, the Board of directors devoted a full 
day to a strategy review, focusing particularly 
on industrial development, growth drivers 
and acquisition strategy. the Board also 
considered the geostrategic consequences 
and implications for the group of the evolving 
energy situation in the united states.  
the status of major industrial projects with 
investment over €100 million were subject  
to special review. these projects are managed 
by a dedicated team to ensure smooth 
implementation and efficient mobilization  
of multi-disciplinary experts. 

cORPORATe sOcIAL ResPONsIBILITy (csR): 
cONsTANT ATTeNTION

the Board focused in particular on three 
aspects of the group’s Csr process: 
•  continued implementation of Air Liquide’s 

shareholder policy within a rapidly-changing 
regulatory context; 

•  results and outlook for the Air Liquide 
foundation, renewed for a period of five 
years; 

•  environmental risk management, as 
presented to the audit Committee in July 
2012. Considering the nature of the group’s 
activities, this risk continues to be mainly 
local, with relatively low impact. 

in 2012, the Board of directors met seven 
times, with an attendance rate of 94%.

“ to recognize and reward  
our inventors and innovators,  
air liquide is strengthening  
the link this year between their 
contributions and the company’s 
long-term performance.”
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execUTIve mANAgemeNT 
& execUTIve cOmmITTee 
They sAy…

jean-Pierre duprieu
executive vice-President(b)

Born in 1952 — french

“ we offer employees the autonomy  
and the space to give full expression  
to their creativity in performing  
their professional responsibilities.” 

François abrial
vice-President, human resources
Born in 1962 — french

Benoît Potier
Chairman and Ceo
Born in 1957 – french

Pierre dufour
senior executive vice-President(a)

Born in 1955 — Canadian

jean-marc de royere
senior vice-President, 
asia-Pacific 
Born in 1965 — french

“ Innovation reflects our mindset, constant curiosity and 
willingness to challenge ourselves. It is a core component  
of our competitiveness and long term growth.”

“ It is through innovation that we sustain 
our business, finding new applications 
for elementary molecules. we have been 
successfully leveraging our innovation  
culture for 110 years!”

“ asia combines the drive of 
middle classes and a readiness 
to adopt new ideas, regardless 
of origin; its creativity boosts 
our business.” 

“ Competing for new markets, 
expanding technologically  
and geographically; it is innovation,  
and our ability to apply it 
operationally that is driving  
our success and progress.” 
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GOvErnanCE

execUTIve cOmmITTee As AT jANUARy 31, 2013

(a) also supervising the large industries world Business line.
(b)  also supervising the healthcare world Business line  

and the welding activities.



François darchis
senior vice-President 
research & development - 
new business - innovation 
& technologies, intellectual 
Property, engineering  
and Construction, industrial 
merchant wBl
Born in 1956 – french 

Fabienne lecorvaisier
group vice-President, finance  
and operations Control,  
also supervising the diving activities
Born in 1962 — french

Guy salzgeber
vice-President, western europe
Born in 1958 — french

mok Kwong weng
vice-President, north-east 
asia & south-east asia
Born in 1953 — singaporean

Pascal vinet
vice-President, healthcare global operations
Born in 1962 — french

augustin de roubin
vice-President, south america 
Born in 1953 —french

“ Innovation requires audacity 
and tenacity. But even  
more, it means embracing  
the inconceivable and  
the unexpected – this is  
what we must demand  
of our imagination!”

“ the development of innovative 
financing tools supports worldwide 
growth of the Group’s activities  
and contributes to our performance.” 

“ Continuing to strengthen our strategic 
positions in mature economies while 
exploring emerging markets in order  
to accelerate our growth.”

“ Innovation means finding 
new ways of doing business, 
whether developing  
a technical process like 
gasification or creating  
a new business model  
for bulk hydrogen.”

“ uncompromising commitment combined  
with an inventive spirit enable us to fulfill  
our mission: protecting vulnerable lives.”  

“ Offering our customers the 
innovative solutions that allow 
them to improve productivity 
while reducing their environmental 
footprint.” 
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  michael j. Graff
senior vice-President, americas,  
also supervising the electronics wBl  
and safety and industrial systems
Born in 1955 — american

“ Innovation is what drives  
our commitment to customers, 
communities, employees and 
shareholders to deliver the best 
there is to offer and to do so  
with the utmost attention to safety 
and reliability.”



InnovatIon 
ON The mOve

01



oxygen, nitrogen, hydrogen, 
rare gases — air liquide 
constantly invents new uses  
for the molecules that form 
its core business to better 
anticipate the technological 
challenges of tomorrow.  
air liquide is creating new high 
value-added applications and 
services, fostering innovation 
to reduce pollution, lower 
energy consumption, maximize 
the value of our natural 
resources, develop alternative 
energy sources and improve 
quality of life — to the benefit 
of customers, patients and 
society.
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key fIgURes
with nearly 50,000 employees in 80 countries, air liquide pursues long-term growth 
and expansion to new territories, fueled by the diversity of its teams, businesses  
and geographic positioning.

80 cOUNTRIes
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at a GlanCE

€3,416 m
AsIA-PAcIfIc

€363 m
mIddLe eAsT & AfRIcA

€7,025 m
eUROPe

€3,108 m
AmeRIcAs

gAs & seRvIces ReveNUe 2012
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€1,609 m

316

 revenue in 2012 net profit in 2012

patents filed in 2012

1,000
 researchers of 35 nationalities

€15,326 m

50,000
employees

€257 m
invested in innovation in 2012



OUR BUsINesses  
IN The News 

air liquide offers solutions that 
meet the critical gas and energy 
needs of industrial customers, 
mainly in the steel, chemicals, 
refining and energy sectors. 
through its vast global network  
of pipelines and production  
units — including more than  
300 air separation units (asu),  
200 hydrogen plants (including 
43 large-scale units) and 17 
cogeneration plants — air liquide 
supplies customers with large 
quantities of oxygen, nitrogen, 
argon, hydrogen, carbon monoxide 
and steam. the objective: highly 
efficient customer processes and 
more eco-friendly production units.
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with the december 2012 signing 
of a contract with metinvest, 
ukraine’s leading manufacturer 
of steel, air liquide acquired 
an asu located onsite at the 
yenakievo steel plant and began 
supplying oxygen, nitrogen and 
argon in February 2013, as well 
as working to upgrade equipment 
and reduce energy consumption. 
Present at yenakievo since 2011, 
air liquide is already building  
an asu scheduled for start up  
in 2014.

aCtIvItIEs

LARge INdUsTRIes
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the industrial merchant business 
line provides customers with 
solutions adapted to their 
manufacturing processes, including 
industrial and specialty gases 
and expertise in applications as 
well as related equipment and 
services. its 20,000 employees 
operate in 54 market segments, 
using inventiveness to optimize 
performance for more than one 
million customers, ranging from 
multinational corporations to self-
employed craftspeople. through 
its ongoing practical innovations, 
customer proximity and broad 
geographic range, air liquide 
supports industrial customers  
in their long-term development.

air liquide’s new offer for offshore 
oil and gas customers delivers a 
comprehensive solution available 
in all major operating regions. Its 
line of products and equipment 
are designed to respond to specific 
sector requirements including gas 
for platform construction, operation 
and maintenance, compliance 
with quality and safety standards, 
adapted packaging, facilitated 
logistics and comprehensive 
commercial services.

INdUsTRIAL meRchANT
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Protecting vulnerable lives is the 
mission of air liquide’s healthcare 
activity, which provides support  
for patients throughout the duration 
of their treatment, from hospital  
to home. a dedicated team of more 
than 10,000 employees worldwide 
supplies more than 7,500 hospitals 
and clinics with medical gases 
(including oxygen, nitrous oxide  
and nitric oxide) and serves more  
than one million  patients at home.

air liquide is number one in europe 
and number three worldwide in 
home healthcare. it provides home 
healthcare services, according to 
the medical prescription, to patients 
suffering from chronic diseases 
such as CoPd (Chronic obstructive 
Pulmonary disease), sleep apnea and 
diabetes. air liquide is also present 
in the areas of hygiene and specialty 
ingredients.

with its 2012 acquisition of  
two major companies — Gasmedi 
in spain and lvl médical in 
France — air liquide reinforced 
its position as Europe’s leading 
home healthcare specialist and 
demonstrated its ability to select 
projects creating both short  
and long term value.

heALThcARe

aCtIvItIEs

OUR BUsINesses  
IN The News 



responding to growing customer 
demand, air liquide introduced  
a next-generation onsite fluorine 
cleaning gas solution for flat panel 
display manufacturing through its 
Fideliotm global joint-venture with 
solvay. the new environmentally 
friendly alternative eliminates 
large screen manufacturing by-
products, offering a cost effective, 
productivity-enhancing, reliable 
approach.
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eLecTRONIcs

with its global infrastructure and 
strategic presence in key asian 
markets, air liquide is the leading 
supplier of gas and related services 
for the world’s major electronics 
device manufacturers. its integrated 
offering includes ultra-pure carrier 
gases, specialty gases and advanced 
precursors used in semiconductors, 
flat panel displays and solar 
photovoltaic cells, as well as turnkey 
installation of molecule distribution 
equipment, onsite quality control 
and fluid management services.

through continuous innovation 
on new molecules, air liquide has 
strengthened its position to respond 
to growing consumer demand for 
smaller laptops and increasingly 
powerful tablets, smartphones  
and flat screens.
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eNgINeeRINg & cONsTRUcTION

the engineering & Construction 
business unit designs, develops 
and builds cutting-edge production 
units, including for industrial 
gases, clean energy conversion, 
and gas purification. its clean 
and sustainable energy solutions 
enable internal and external 
customers to optimize use of 
the planet’s natural resources. 
its 15 engineering centers, three 
manufacturing workshops and 
global business network combine 
worldwide expertise and agility to 
deliver customized responses to 
local customer challenges. with over 
1,600 patents, the business unit is 
constantly expanding its portfolio 
of proprietary technologies bundled 
under the lurgi, Cryogenics and 
Zimmer brands, reinforcing the 
group’s competitive edge in new 
markets.

aCtIvItIEs

OUR BUsINesses  
IN The News 

strategically located to 
provide flexible, efficient 
and sustainable solutions 
to new and existing energy 
development customers in 
alberta, Canada, the newest 
engineering center, opened 
in 2012 in Calgary, reinforces 
air liquide’s growing north 
american presence.
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a leader in the development  
of welding and cutting technologies,  
air liquide welding offers a full  
range of equipment (electrical welding 
stations, etc.), support products 
(electrodes, etc.) and services for 
industrial, semi-professional and retail 
customers. Backed by its r&d team 
and Ctas (technical Center for welding 
applications), air liquide welding 
innovates constantly to improve the 
performance, productivity, safety and 
comfort of weld machine operators.

weLdINg dIvINg

aqua lung, the world’s leading provider 
of diving equipment, provides devices 
that maximize the safety of customers 
in extreme situations. in 1946,  
air liquide and Jacques Cousteau 
worked together to invent the first 
scuba pressure valve, leading to  
the creation of spirotechnique, which 
later became aqua lung international. 
over the past decade, aqua lung has 
been expanding its range of products 
and expertise to serve recreational  
and fitness swimming, scuba diving  
and paddling.
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€1,222 m 
 eLecTRONIcs

meAsURINg  
OUR PeRfORmANce

€785 m

eNgINeeRINg  
& cONsTRUcTION

€2,482 m
heALThcARe

2012 gAs & seRvIces ReveNUe By wORLd BUsINess LINe (IN mILLION eUROs) 

2012 ReveNUe By AcTIvITy (IN mILLION eUROs)

FIGurEs

€629 m

OTheR  
AcTIvITIes

€5,015 m 
LARge INdUsTRIes

or 36%

€5,193 m
INdUsTRIAL meRchANT

or 37%

or 18%

or 9%

€13,912 m

gAs & seRvIces
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50%
eUROPe

2012 gAs & seRvIces ReveNUe shARe By geOgRAPhy 

22%25%
AsIA-PAcIfIc

AmeRIcAs

3%
mIddLe eAsT  

& AfRIcA

2009

16%

2008

15%

2010

19%

2011

21%

2012

23%

2012 gAs & seRvIces ReveNUe shARe fROm emeRgINg ecONOmIes



ResPONsIBILITy:  
TRAckINg OUR  
cOmmITmeNTs
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geNdeR  
BALANce

26%

2012

19%

20072003

14%

24%

2009

INNOvATION
Air Liquide’s 2012 innovation budget of €257 m reflects its commitment to create sustainable and effective 
solutions for society. the budget invested was maintained even at the peak of the economic crisis in 2009.

2007

€190 m

2009

€218 m
€257 m

2012

€165 m

2005

women’s representation in Air Liquide’s management continues to grow. the percentage of women among 
engineers and managers jumped from 14% to 26% in 10 years. the success reflects an ambitious policy  
based on several tangible actions, such as ensuring that at least one female candidate is part of the applicant 
pool for all management positions, reviews by human ressources dedicated to identifying high potential 
females and a practice at several french entities of conducting pre- and post-natal interviews.

17%

2005

2011

€252 m

FIGurEs
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sAfeTy 2010

1.9

2007

2.1

2004

2.3

2001

2.8

1998

2.9

1995

4.2

1992

4.3

eNeRgy 
effIcIeNcy

2012

98.8

2011

99

2010

99

2009

103.3

2008

101.3

2012

1.5

with an accident frequency(a) rate that has been reduced by nearly three over 20 years, air liquide 
continues to emphasize employee training on risks fundamental to its business. its latest communication 
campaign, “let’s talk about it”, is directed to all employees and part of safety meetings organized  
by each local entity’s management team. these meetings provide opportunities for exchange, to confirm  
each individual’s understanding and to present action and monitoring plans.

(a) number of accidents per million hours worked.

Air separation Unit (AsU) energy efficiency(b) increased 1% between 2007 and 2012, a major achievement  
in a mature business that consumes some 3,000 mw (the equivalent of 2 ePr(c)) in instantaneous power.  
to reach its 2015 target of 2%, air liquide’s continuing work on air separation units includes integrated design, 
increased size, improved reliability and facility upgrades.
(b) Change in energy consumption, by cubic meter (m3) of air gases produced (base 100 in 2007); (c) european Pressurized reactor.

2007

100



InspIred 
INNOvATION

02



in striving to be the leader 
of its industry through 
performance and responsibility 
over the long term, air liquide 
relies on key strengths, 
including: employee talent 
and commitment to safety and 
operational excellence; state-
of-the-art industrial facilities; 
product and service quality 
and reliability; its ability to 
anticipate customer needs; 
long-term relationships forged 
with suppliers; the energy 
efficiency of its production 
units; and its ongoing 
investments in innovation.
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vALUe  
cReATORs
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in the context of the global economic slowdown,  

air liquide’s solid 2012 performance reflects  

the strengths of its extensive geographic positioning, 

initiatives in new markets and targeted acquisitions. 

the year’s 2.9 billion euros in investment decisions 

was the highest level since 2007. the increase  

in engineering & Construction orders, the high level  

of investment opportunities one year out and  

the planned rollout of 50 production units over  

the next two years confirm customer confidence 

in the group for the medium term. Business in 

developing economies has increased 50% since 2008 

and represents 23% of 2012 gas & services revenue.  

air liquide continues to strengthen its 

competitiveness and innovation to ensure growth 

over the long term based upon a sustained 

investment program and upon efficiency gains — for 

which the 2011-2015 objective has been raised 30%.

€2.9 billion
industrial and financial 
investments decided in 2012

stratEGy
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geographic 
expansion

In 2012, air liquide entered into a number of contracts 
around the globe and reinforced its existing positions 
through targeted acquisitions. It acquired two regional 

companies in the russian industrial gas market: 
logika, in the moscow region, and lentechgas, in 

saint Petersburg. In turkey, the Group upgraded three 
previously acquired air gas production units. Following 
an initial investment in 2011, air liquide also continued 
to develop in mexico, signing two contracts with steel 

manufacturers in the northern city of Pesqueria. In 
south africa, a contract to supply oxygen and nitrogen 
was signed with Evraz highveld steel and vanadium.

healthcare 
pursuing growth

the healthcare business line is growing strongly, 
increasing from 16% of Gas & services revenue  

in 2011 to 18% as of the end of 2012. the Group 
reinforced its European leadership with several 

acquisitions in the home healthcare segment, including 
lvl médical in France and Gasmedi in spain.  
the two companies’ combined expertise and  

air liquide’s proven innovation capacity will improve 
service levels for patients suffering from chronic 

diseases. healthcare teams provide home healthcare 
services to one million patients worldwide.

with several automakers announcing plans  
to bring hydrogen-powered electric cars to market  

by 2015-2017, air liquide is helping create  
the infrastructure needed for hydrogen distribution. 
In düsseldorf, Germany, the Group opened its first 
hydrogen filling station for passenger cars. Over  

the next three years, air liquide will design, build and 
deploy 10 new stations. hydrogen filling stations  

also have been installed by air liquide in Oslo, norway, 
Brugg, switzerland, and rotterdam, in the netherlands, 

and air liquide is supporting recent government-
sponsored initiatives in the united Kingdom,  

the netherlands and Germany to extend Europe’s 
hydrogen filling station network.

hydrogen
energy gaining speed

patients

1 million



wINNINg  
New mARkeTs

in europe, the group’s largest 
market, growth was mixed 
between advanced and 
developing economies, with 
gas & services 2012 revenue 
increasing 25% in the latter.  
the newly created eastern 
europe zone is intended  
to increase customer proximity, 
especially in russia and Poland. 
hydrogen demand in the 
chemical and refining industries 
remained robust throughout 
europe while the increase  
in healthcare revenue, which 
represents 28% of gas & services 
zone revenue, reflects the  
market’s high potential growth.

eUROPe AmeRIcAs
falling energy prices in the 
u.s. helped spur new project 
development in refining, 
chemicals and steel, contributing 
to air liquide’s solid sales 
growth, especially of hydrogen. 
industrial distributor acquisitions 
and Canada’s strong home 
healthcare market drove north 
america revenue growth.  
in south america, there was 
dynamic growth in the industrial 
sector as well as in healthcare, 
particularly in Brazil, argentina 
and Chile.

+25%

2012 eastern europe  
gas & services revenue: 

stratEGy

+7.8%

2012 Large Industries activity  
in the Americas: 



AsIA-
PAcIfIc
Continued strong gas & services sales  
in China (+15%) reflects across-the-board 
customer demand, which firmed up  
at the end of the year. the engineering  
& Construction business, which has  
a manufacturing center in hangzhou, 
also won several energy contracts. 
air liquide won recognition in Paris 
and Beijing among french companies 
operating in China for its remarkable 
record of growth in the country  
from 2001 to 2011. electronics, with 
two-thirds of its business concentrated 
in asia, showed signs of recovery  
toward year end, including several 
contract wins with next generation  
flat screen manufacturers in singapore, 
Japan, taiwan and China.

while business in 2011 had been 
impacted by the region’s political 
turmoil, double-digit growth was 
achieved in 2012. Key drivers included 
the ramp-up of new production units  
in the middle east as well as a recovery 
in demand from industrial customers. 
the enormous construction site for  
the hydrogen production unit in yanbu, 
saudi arabia, the group’s biggest 
investment, is progressing according 
to schedule thanks to the efforts 
of mobilized teams. the healthcare 
business continues to achieve solid 
growth, particularly in south africa  
and tunisia. the region offers increasing 
development opportunities as a result  
of energy-related projects and  
a demand for new technologies.

mIddLe  
eAsT  
& AfRIcA
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4,000 
employees in china in 2012

€300 million
more than

in 2012 gas & services revenue 



sTReNgTheNINg  
OUR  
cOmPeTITIveNess
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through its alma program, air liquide has 

reiterated its ambition to be the leader of its 

industry through performance and responsibility 

over the long term. in implementing its action 

and achieving its results, the group takes account 

of stakeholder interests. 

initiatives to increase customer satisfaction, 

improve supplier cooperation, achieve 

efficiencies and diversify financing sources are 

increasing air liquide’s competitive strength.

15,000
satisfaction surveys conducted  
with group customers

stratEGy
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customer  
care

while satisfying customers is part of air liquide’s genetic make-up, 
continuous improvement in this area has become a competitive  

necessity. the “action survey” launched as part of the alma customer 
initiative program involves a three-step process — “listen” (identify  
the level of customer satisfaction and loyalty through interviews),  

“Build” (mobilize the organization and draw up improvement plans)  
and “act” (roll out pre-defined plans and measure their results).  

the objective: retain customers and win over new ones. the approach  
has been adopted by numerous air liquide subsidiaries throughout  

all continents and business lines. Product quality, strict compliance with 
safety regulations and the high professional standards and expertise  

of our teams are the principal means of satisfying customers and 
improving competitiveness. the next step: roll out action plans for 

less satisfied customers. with more than 15,000 customer interviews 
conducted since its launch, the program is providing air liquide teams 
with all of the information needed to develop even more innovative 

offers, improve service quality and reinforce customer loyalty.

efficiency  
reflex

For air liquide, efficiency is a key driver of innovation and customer 
satisfaction. among the sources of value creation, suppliers occupy  
a key role. as part of its process to reduce total Cost of Ownership  
(tCO) of a product or service, the Group is going after global cost 

reduction, starting with design and through all the product life cycle,  
from design to end of life. the success of the tCO approach, which 

was introduced in 2012, hinges on close collaboration between  
the procurement and industrial functions and air liquide’s suppliers. the 
process includes improving identification, knowledge, qualification and 

assessment of air liquide’s most critical and strategic suppliers. Changing 
the mindset will mean a more substantial contribution from procurement 

and suppliers to Group performance — and its ability to create value.

to carry out its long-term growth strategy, air liquide has decided  
to diversify its sources of financing. In 2011, it was the first  

French company to issue a bond denominated in Chinese renminbi,  
for a total face value of 195 million euros, in order to finance  

its development in China. after its successful u.s. private placement  
in 2012 for a total of 560 million euros, air liquide once again chose  

to innovate in the bond market, raising 500 million euros in srI (socially 
responsible Investment) financing to fund the acquisitions of Gasmedi 
and lvl médical, two major companies in the home healthcare market. 

the issue was given srI status by the extra-financial rating agency vigeo, 
which conducted an analysis of air liquide’s home healthcare business 

line based on social, environmental and governance criteria.

diversified  

sources of financing

efficiencies in 2012

€284 m
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The most important 
action in focusing a 
diverse and multicultural 
team on achieving a 
common objective is 
creating an environment 
of trust and support.’’

‘‘

Pierre-michel lehmann, site manager  
air liquide yanbu hydrogen production project, 
saudi arabia — recognized as an “air liquide 
innovator” for successful people-focused 
management of €400 million construction 
project involving more than 1,100 workers 
representing 10 nationalities.

UNLeAshINg  
ImAgINATIONs 

PErFOrmanCE and ResPONsIBILITy



50,000
employees

air liquide is constantly improving and updating 
employee training and development tools. In addition  

to air liquide university course offerings —  
which provided training in 2012 to more than 80%  

of employees, including 10,000 via e-learning modules 
— the Group created Kite, an internal social network. 

through a simple log-on, Kite users enter into contact 
with people from every generation interested  

in the same subject. today, 2,000 air liquide employees 
from around the world use the network to exchange 
knowledge, increasing organizational agility through  

the rapid, sometimes instantaneous treatment  
of subjects of interest.

2.0 training  
and development

recognizing 
talent

the innovative technical Career ladder (tCl), a career 
path recognizing Group technical experts, marked  

a milestone at the end of 2012 with the integration  
of its 2,000th member, a number equivalent to 10%  

of air liquide’s engineers and managers. the Group’s 
Inventor recognition Program also is continuing  

to collect and assess inventors’ ideas and measure the 
performance of their patents. Each year, the Program 

honors 100 employees with membership, which includes 
a bonus and stock options. also in 2012, the Group 

honored 20 employees for their innovative technological 
and non-technological ideas, a recognition that  

includes participation in the stock options program.

generational 
mix

how does air liquide encourage effective working 
relationships between its increasingly numerous senior 

employees and members of Generation y, whose careers 
are just taking off? the answer is “reverse mentoring,” 

which promotes collective creativity and innovation 
through the sharing of complementary experiences. 

senior employees transmit their knowledge to  
their younger colleagues who reciprocate by coaching 

their elders on new technologies and collaborative 
working methods. with more than 1,500 student interns 
taken on board and trained in 2012, reverse mentoring 

opportunities at air liquide are indeed plentiful.  
It tools that increase organizational agility by enabling 

rapid transmission of information and data facilitate 
the approach.

nearly
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UNLeAshINg  
ImAgINATIONs 



sAfeTy:  
ABsOLUTe PRIORITy
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PErFOrmanCE and ResPONsIBILITy

The in-house campaign ‘Let’s talk 
about it’ underlines that everybody 
can — and should — talk about safety 
as a core value.  It’s highly visible 
and fully engages employees, 
helping reinforce a sense of pride 
and personal responsibility.   ’’

‘‘

yvoine mcCort, managing director,  
air liquide healthcare australia
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÷ 3
Lost-time accident 
frequency rate divided 
by nearly 3 in 20 years

Ingraining its safety culture in the everyday actions  
of all employees is a major ongoing focus area  

in air liquide’s commitment to ensuring a safe workplace 
and safe and reliable products and operations.  

an innovative safety campaign launched in 2012 and 
running through the end of 2013 engages employees 

directly as active participants in discussing risk attitudes 
and behaviors at team meetings. the campaign is built 
around 11 themes pertaining to the fundamental risks 
related to air liquide’s business activities, such as safe 

handling of high pressure or cryogenic systems. available 
in 39 languages, campaign elements include a toolkit to 

help managers adapt discussion themes to local contexts, 
videos featuring Executive Committee members and 
operational experts as well as posters — all designed  
to keep safety awareness top of mind and emphasize  
the fundamentals of safe operations and behaviors.

walking

the talk

the backbone of air liquide’s safety commitment  
is its Industrial management system (Ims), a system  

of worldwide practices and procedures initiated  
in 2005 and subject to ongoing monitoring and continuous 

reinforcement. the rigorous safety performance 
standards are applied to all existing sites and planned 
projects as well as newly acquired sites, to help assure 

safe, reliable and environmentally responsible operations. 
safety & Industrial systems vice-President  

Philippe viennot says that the company’s strict imposition 
of its safety values is a critical enabler for safe  

and efficient growth throughout the world and a source  
of competitive advantage in building trust with  

customers. “Ims has profoundly changed the way  
we manage industrial risks and is a key driver toward  

our objective of zero accidents.”

shared
practices
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One of the defining features of our group’s 
shareholding model is the balance between 
individual and institutional shareholders.  
The bond of trust we have built with the 
investment community is based on our long  
term financial performance, our policy  
of full disclosure of information and 
implementation of incentives such as the  
loyalty bonus and free share allocation.

sTAyINg IN TOUch  
wITh shARehOLdeRs

‘‘

’’
laurent dublanchet,  
air liquide shareholder services director
virginia jeanson,  
air liquide investor relations director

PErFOrmanCE and ResPONsIBILITy
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direct  

dialogue
air liquide maintains open, ongoing dialogue with 
shareholders. In 1987, it became the first company  

to form a shareholders’ Communication Committee (sCC). 
Its 12 members, all individual shareholders, serve  

three-year terms, with a third of the terms expiring each 
year. meetings of the full committee, in which Group 

Chairman and CEO Benoît Potier participates, are held 
three times a year. In addition, sCC working groups meet 

throughout the year on topics of interest to individual 
shareholders such as taxes, communications and 

shareholder tools for managing their securities accounts.

educational
outreach

air liquide meets regularly with shareholders and potential 
investors to provide them with information about the 

company’s business. Exchanges with institutional investors 
in the world’s principal financial marketplaces  

offer opportunities for management to share insights 
on topics that go beyond strictly financial performance, 
including the Group’s development strategy, business 

activities and corporate social responsibility commitments. 
Information sessions designed for individual shareholders 
curious to know more about the Group were held in 2012  

in Brussels, antwerp, düsseldorf, Copenhagen and helsinki. 
air liquide also launched a pilot program with several 

of France’s major schools and universities to familiarize 
students with stock market culture, supplementing their 

academic training with practical information.

click
and learn

the role and history of the stock market — and  
the performance of air liquide’s share — is the focus  

of the learning module, “the stock market today”,  
one of several company-developed interactive tools.  

In partnership with the école de la Bourse, the Group also 
has set up a series of web conferences on shareholding  

in its shareholders’ lounge, with the possibility of 
bringing together several hundred participants for a 

virtual seminar. air liquide has also developed an app  
for iPhones, android smartphones and tablets that 

enables shareholders to calculate dividends, taxes, capital 
gains and free shares allocated within seconds.

37%
of capital held by individual  
shareholders

283
institutional investor 
meetings in 8 financial 
centers

+11.4%
Total shareholder Return  
per year, over 20-year  
period, end 2012



fOUNdATION:  
cOmmITmeNT  
TO The fUTURe
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“ Riau province, home of  
the Tesso Nilo National Park,  
has the highest rate of 
deforestation in sumatra. Over 
the past 25 years, 4.2 million 
hectares of tropical forest have 
disappeared. In 2004, emissions 
related to this deforestation 
represented 80% of Indonesia’s 
energy sector emissions.”
jean-Baptiste roelens, 
tropical forest and climate program 
manager, wwf france

PErFOrmanCE and ResPONsIBILITy
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stopping  
deforestation  

in Indonesia

the world’s third largest CO2 producer, Indonesia, 
suffers from massive deforestation,  

which accounts for 35% of its emissions. In tesso 
nilo national Park on the island of sumatra,  

a third of the forests were lost between 1990  
and 2007, converted into plantations for paper  

pulp or palm oil production. reducing 
deforestation in the park would reduce CO2 
emissions to the atmosphere and improve 

preservation of its extraordinary biodiversity. 

the air liquide Foundation is providing scientific 
support for a wwF-sponsored project to establish 

an initial pilot site for the new rEdd+ program 
(reducing Emissions from deforestation  

and Forest degradation) in a national park.  
the Foundation is helping to develop an analytical 

methodology for calculating the carbon trapped 
in trees, in support of the objective to accurately 

measure tesso nilo forest carbon levels and,  
thus, the amount of carbon emissions avoided. 

the data obtained through rEdd+ would assign an 
economic value for the forest, demonstrating to 

public policymakers and local communities that it 
is more profitable to conserve than to destroy it.

therefore, the country would be remunerated 
through a system of financial assistance  

for actions to combat deforestation and the 
deterioration of forests, to promote conservation 
and to increase forest carbon stocks. Initiatives 

also include implementing sustainable forest 
management and development of alternative 

revenue sources for local communities, such as 
eco-tourism and beekeeping, helping to preserve 

the environment for the children of sumatra.

126 
projects supported since 
2008, in 33 countries,  
on 5 continents

5 years
renewal of the Air Liquide 
foundation’s mandate



InnovatIng 
fOR yOU

03



innovation at air liquide is 
built on three major pillars. 
first, a network of 1,000 
researchers in eight r&d 
centers located in europe,  
asia and the u.s. second,  
air liquide advanced Business 
& technologies’ 900-member 
“strike force” of experts,  
on three continents.  
third, 4,000 engineering  
& Construction employees  
who develop and test  
new production processes 
in seven technical centers. 
all resources dedicated 
to exploring uncharted 
territory of business models, 
technologies and services,  
and helping drive innovation, 
from concept to market.
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PRACTICE OUR ART

ADJACENT 
BUSINESSES
IDENTIFY THE TRADITIONAL 
FRONTIERS OF THE BUSINESS 
AND AGREEING TO MOVE 
BEYOND THEM, BY INVENTING 
A TOTALLY NEW CONCEPT. 

THE CORE BUSINESS
CONSTANTLY DOING BETTER,  
BY GOING OFF THE BEATEN 
TRACK, ASTONISHING OUR 
CUSTOMERS AND ADDING 
RECOGNIZED VALUE.

AIR LIqUIde’s INNOvATION

innovating fOR yOU

ANTICIPATE TRENDS

TRUe OR fALse

innovation is   
only about technology

air liquide’s technologies lie at the heart  
of our business. they help maintain  

our competitiveness, increase the appeal  
of our offerings and open new markets  
and uses. But innovation is also a state  

of mind, an ability to think out  
of the box and imagine new solutions 

throughout our businesses.
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fALse

 



CHANGE ONE’S PERSPECTIVE

TRANSFORMATIONAL BUSINESSES
CREATE, ASSESS RISKS AND TAKE CHANCES,  
ACCEPT AND MEASURE CHANGE,  
REMAIN OPEN TO THE WORLD AROUND US.

AIR LIqUIde’s INNOvATION

innovation is 
an internal process

air liquide practices “open innovation”  
by partnering with customers, other 

companies, research centers and universities. 
it enables us to better understand what 

customers and patients want: what are their 
needs? for what purpose? what is required to 
respond? By asking — and answering — these 
questions, air liquide innovates for society.

innovation is  
a long-term commitment

air liquide is constantly using the same 
molecules to reinvent its business and ensure 
its long term growth. the number of patents 
filed each year testifies to our capacity for 
invention. to be effective and sustainable, 
innovation requires time, constant renewal  

of skills and stable financial resources.

fALse TRUe



“  I’m ready for a car that’s 
good for the environment 
but it must give me enough 
autonomy to get me where 
I need to go.”
tanja overbeck,  
düsseldorf (germany)

dECOdInG



“ hydrogen meets  
Eu goals for security 
of energy supply, 
de-carbonized city 
transport, CO2-free  
urban logistics, zero 
pollutant emissions  
and low noise.”

   matthias Ruete,  
director-general  
for mobility and Transport, 
european commission

expanding the use of alternative fuels is a 

critical element of european union policies 

aimed at increasing energy security and reducing 

greenhouse gas emissions. among the challenges 

is the classic “chicken and egg” problem: how 

to build-up the necessary recharging/refueling 

infrastructure for a particular fuel required for 

the development of a market for vehicles using 

that fuel – and vice versa.  

hydROgeN: ABUNdANT ANd cLeAN 

one such alternative fuel is hydrogen, one of 

the world’s most abundant element. the eu 

considers hydrogen an important potential 

contributor to meeting its “20-20-20” targets: 

reduce eu greenhouse gas emissions by 20% 

(from 1990 levels), increase to 20% the share 

of eu energy consumption produced from 

renewable resources and improve eu energy 

efficiency by 20%... all by 2020. hydrogen also 

meets eu goals for de-carbonized city transport, 

Co2-free urban logistics, zero pollutant emissions 

and low noise.   

among hydrogen’s many advantages is the 

possibility to produce it from any primary 

energy source. the greater choice of feedstock 

helps stabilize vehicle fuel costs, “de-risking” 

investment in the production of hydrogen 

vehicles and distribution infrastructure. at 

the same time, hydrogen production through 

electrolysis and other renewable sources will 

contribute significantly to reducing transport’s 

environmental footprint. 

at the point of use in the vehicle, hydrogen — 

when used in fuel cells — delivers everything 

needed in terms of a clean, energy efficient, 

zero-emission and low noise fuel.  furthermore, 

refueling is straightforward and takes as much 

time as with today’s fuels. 

AcceLeRATINg deveLOPmeNT

to advance development of alternative  

fuels as an energy source for transport,  

the eu’s “Clean Power for transport(1)” package 

provides a framework to guide investments and 

technological development. the proposal seeks 

to create eu-wide conditions to boost customer 

acceptance, setting targets to build the necessary 

fuel stations, including hydrogen refueling points 

across the eu. 

moreover, a Public-Private Partnership research 

and innovation initiative on hydrogen and fuel 

cells (in which air liquide is playing a leadership 

role) is working to accelerate commercial 

deployment of fuel cells and hydrogen for 

both stationary and transport applications. 

the partnership has developed a long-term 

strategic view of the investment required to 

bring hydrogen fuel cell technology to the point 

of commercial readiness and identified key 

bottlenecks to progress.    

developing innovative, alternative fuels is an 

obvious way to make europe’s economy more 

resource efficient, reduce oil dependency, 

improve air quality and create new jobs — 

producing a transport industry ready to respond 

to the demands of the 21st century.  

60%  
european union target for reduction  

in transport emissions by 2050  

sustainable transport
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eNvIRONmeNTAL sTAke

(1)  “clean power for transport”,  
http://ec.europa.eu/transport



Filling with confidence 
based on air liquide’s 
proven technology

the air liquide hydrogen fil ling station

with Blue hydrogen, air liquide 
is moving towards a gradual 
decarbonization of its hydrogen 
production dedicated to energy 
applications. By 2020, air liquide is 
committed to producing at least 50% 
of the hydrogen necessary for these 
applications through carbon-free 
processes, by combining:
•  renewable energy sources, water 

electrolysis and biogas reforming,
•  carbon capture technologies during 

the hydrogen production process 
based on natural gas.

CO2 EmIssIOn
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the air liquide hydrogen fil ling station

of the world’s 
automobiles 
converted  
to hydrogen

euros of 
estimated 
market 
value 

 1%
high-Potential marKet for air liquide

15 BIllIOn

POllutIOn

leading edge high-pressure  
(up to 700 bar) refill technology 
delivers more fuel… and autonomy
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“  sleep apnea has serious 
consequences for patient 
health, accident risk 
and quality of life. the 
key to treatment and 
improved risk prevention 
is understanding how 
to effectively combine 
telemedicine with 
personalized care.”

Professor damien léger,  
head of the sleep and vigilance  
Center, hôpital de l’hôtel-dieu,  
Paris (france) 

dECOdInG



“ sleep apnea is crippling 
for those of us who 
suffer from it. the 
Continuous Positive 
airway Pressure 
treatment can make 
life better for us, 
provided that the 
machine is integrated 
into our daily lives. we 
also have to fight the 
sense of isolation and 
hopelessness that comes 
with this silent epidemic. 
It’s so important to be 
able to share with other 
patients, stay informed 
and get the reassurance 
and advice we need  
to improve our quality 
of life.”

  jean-claude Roussel,  
honorary chairman of ffAAIR 
(fédération française des 
associations et amicales  
de malades, insuffisants  
ou handicapés respiratoires)

in 50 years, the amount of time we sleep 

each day has decreased by one hour(1), time 

reallocated to activities like working, commuting 

or being absorbed in our multimedia worlds. 

there is a need to improve public awareness  

of sleep disorders, particularly regarding  

sleep apnea syndrome (sas), a little known  

but common condition, afflicting an estimated 

5 to 8% of the world’s adult population. the 

illness is characterized by loud snoring and 

frequent, prolonged pauses in breathing during 

sleep, lasting at least 10 seconds, which briefly 

awaken the patient, for three to fifteen seconds. 

the patient, though unaware of being awakened, 

suffers the effects of fragmented sleep patterns. 

sleep apnea syndrome occurs when the 

frequency of the apneas exceeds five per  

hour of sleep. 

AN ILLNess wITh seRIOUs cONseqUeNces

the absence of restorative sleep makes sas 

patients susceptible to dozing off during  

the day and feeling extreme fatigue, resulting  

in irritability or headaches.

sas increases the risks of cardio-vascular 

disease and accidents at work or while driving 

and has been correlated with epidemiological 

factors such as demographic aging in emerging 

economies and the worldwide obesity epidemic.

ImPORTANce Of dIAgNOsIs  

ANd effIcIeNT TReATmeNT

its link to cardio-vascular and metabolic 

disorders (including diabetes and obesity) makes 

sas diagnosis and treatment critical to lowering 

patient mortality.

sas treatment is administered in patient homes 

during the night via Continuous Positive airway 

Pressure (CPaP) ventilation. in delivering a 

steady flow of pressurized air into the nose 

through a mask, the device keeps airways open, 

preventing apnea episodes.

eNsURINg TReATmeNT AdheReNce

while CPaP implementation remains 

cumbersome, the technique has been simplified 

in recent years to facilitate patient use. 

technological innovation has made CPaP 

ventilators smaller and quieter and led to 

the availability of a wide selection of more 

comfortable masks. nonetheless, the long-term 

treatments’ constraints cause almost half  

of patients to halt CPaP use within six months, 

making the role of medical staff and home 

healthcare provider in ensuring continued 

treatment vital.

edUcATION ANd PReveNTION

the long-term relationship of trust established 

between home healthcare provider and  

patient is important to ensuring sas treatment  

is set up according to the medical prescription  

to maximize effectiveness. in monitoring  

the treatment, the home healthcare provider 

plays an important role in helping integrate  

the physician-defined therapy as part of the 

patient’s life.  

5 to 8%  
estimated portion of the world’s  

population that may suffer from sleep apnea

sleep apnea,  
the silent epidemic
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heALTh sTAke

(1) source: Institut national du sommeil (france)



weLL-BeINg ALsO 
ReqUIRes The RIghT 

eqUIPmeNT
•

air liquide guarantees the quality of CPaP(2) 

ventilators installed in patient homes through  
its medical equipment assessment laboratory.

•
maintenance, cleaning, disinfection and proper  

care procedures assure equipment safety.

“meaningful exchanges with our 
sleep apnea patients requires 
taking the time to listen so 
we can assess their level of 
comprehension and acceptance 
of the treatment. Gradually, we 
build up a relationship of trust. In 
recognizing their efforts and the 
results obtained, we help them 
feel supported during the crucial 
starting phase, as well as when 
they have  difficulty adhering to 
their treatment.” 

Paule déramé, 
air liquide nurse

air liquide maKes life Better  for Patients with sleeP aPnea 
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1sT hOme cONTAcT: 
A BIT Of TechNIqUe,  
A LOT Of exPLAININg

•
Once prescribed, the CPaP(2) and a mask  
customized for the patient are provided  

by the air liquide home healthcare provider.
•

at the physician’s request, air liquide can help  
determine the appropriate CPaP(2) settings.

•
through their proximity and access  
to information sources, air liquide  

technicians ensure appropriate treatment  
is received by the patient.

IdEas and sOLUTIONs



sUPPORT  
fOR INITIAL 

TReATmeNT sTePs
• 

air liquide offers a program of additional  
support for the first month of treatment.  

In certain countries, a nurse calls regularly  
to check on the patient’s perceptions  

and well-being. 

AN ATTeNTIve BUT 
dIscReeT PReseNce  

• 
to reinforce patient long term compliance,  
and thus the efficacy of CPaP(2) treatment,  
air liquide developed “nowapi” a remote  
monitoring system that enables patient  

support to be adapted in real time.  
the first broad rollout of nowapi took place  

in France.

8 of  
10 people
with sas(1) are unaware  
of their illness

4 to 5 times 
higher  
risk of car accidents  
for people with sas(1)

9 of 10 
patients 
with a support program 
continue to follow their 
treatment after the first 
month. absent support,  
1 of 2 patients halts CPaP(2) 
treatment after one month.

(1) sleep apnea syndrome  
(2)  Continuous Positive airway  

Pressure device

air liquide maKes life Better  for Patients with sleeP aPnea 
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“  we need a partner  
who can contribute  
to our energy efficiency 
and environmental 
challenges.”

francisco galante,  
director of refinery (Brazil)

dECOdInG



“ the energy supply  
mix is being completely 
reconfigured 
as abundant 
unconventional oil 
and gas reserves 
become economically 
and environmentally 
accessible. at the same 
time, changing attitudes 
of new generations are 
altering consumption 
patterns while the oil-
powered automobile’s 
dominance is being 
challenged in a number 
of developed countries.”

   Amy myers jaffe,  
executive director, 
energy and sustainability, 
University of california, 
davis

it’s a fact: more than 80% of the world’s total 

energy demand today is met through fossil 

fuels. for now, no alternative is available that 

can meet this level of need. responding to the 

demand for energy, reducing polluting emissions, 

remaining competitive…, industry faces an 

ongoing challenge.

New wORLd eNeRgy mAP

full-scale changes to the global energy map 

are occurring, including as a result of recent 

new means of accessing fossil resources. rising 

production of oil and shale gas in the united 

states is reducing the impact of imports on 

the u.s. economy, lowering energy prices and 

creating economic and geopolitical repercussions. 

Compared with north america, for example, 

natural gas prices are currently five times 

more expensive in asia and three times more 

expensive in europe. another consequence is 

the possible slowing of renewable energies 

development, which could become relatively less 

competitive.

The ROAd TO effIcIeNcy

while humans have been unable to stop 

using fossil energy, they can consume it more 

intelligently and in lower quantities. energy 

efficiency offers one of the most significant 

means of reducing greenhouse gas emissions. 

gains obtained through energy efficiency 

account for 50% of the energy transition, with 

the remaining 50% coming from low carbon 

energies. according to the international energy 

agency, manufacturing accounts for one-third of 

the world’s energy consumption and 36% of Co2 

emissions. although manufacturing has become 

much more energy efficient since the first oil 

crisis in 1974, it is estimated that an additional 

20% in energy savings could be achieved.

PROdUcINg fUeL effIcIeNTLy

today, oil is becoming increasingly heavy 

because of the greater depths at which it is being 

drilled and its higher sulfur content. through the 

use of hydrogen in the refining process, sulfur is 

removed from fuel to comply with increasingly 

stringent environmental standards, requirements 

adopted in most countries to reduce sulfur 

oxide emissions. these oxides cause respiratory 

difficulties, urban smog and the acid rain that 

leads to deforestation and acidification of water. 

entrusted to an experienced global expert with 

state-of-the-art technologies, a cubic meter of 

hydrogen can now be produced while consuming 

the lowest possible amount of energy. this 

energy efficiency is shared with oil and gas 

industry customers who gain access to a sulfur-

free fuel produced with maximum efficiency.  

a process helping industry respond to the energy 

efficiency challenge.

over 80%  
of 2012 global consumption demand  

met by fossil energies 

planetary change
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eNeRgy sTAke

francisco galante,  
director of refinery (Brazil)



CaPturE, COnCEntratIOn and lIquEFaCtIOn OF CO2

•  hydrogen production through natural gas reforming produces CO2 onsite. 
air liquide has developed innovative capture technologies that concentrate 
and then liquefy the CO2 released from the hydrogen production plants.

•  among these technologies, the CryoCaptm h2 cryogenic capture (cold 
capture) technology is being introduced at an air liquide hydrogen plant 
in France. with this innovation, the Group is lowering its carbon capture 
costs by 40% compared with traditional technologies.

•  this capture technology will enable air liquide to produce tomorrow’s 
hydrogen at very low carbon levels.

hydrOGEn PrOduCtIOn unIt 
•  the most frequently used technology for hydrogen production 

involves reforming natural gas using a steam methane reformer 
(smr).

•  with more than 200 hydrogen production sites, air liquide’s 
high-performance technologies meet the most stringent safety 
and energy efficiency standards, backed by unrivaled expertise 
in hydrogen production facility design and operation.

•  Continuous improvement of production unit energy efficiency 
is one of air liquide’s major objectives.
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CO2  
CaPturE

natural Gas

air liquide oPtimiZes use of fo ssil energies

h y d r O G E n

CO2

HYDROGEN PlaNt

IdEas and sOLUTIONs



CustOmEr  
BEnEFIt

food industry  
(soft drinks, freezing, etc.)

Industrial applications  
(pharmaceuticals, plastics, chemicals, etc.)

thE wOrld’s larGEst 
hydrOGEn nEtwOrK
with its 12 hydrogen transport 
networks totaling nearly 2,000 km 
of pipeline, air liquide responds to 
customer needs and achieves energy 
savings of approximately 5% as a 
result of scale effects. 
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CO2  
CaPturE

PIPElInE 
nEtwOrK

ExtraCt 
valuE  

FrOm CO2 
thrOuGh 
nEw usEs

•  air liquide-supplied hydrogen can be used to 
produce sulfur-free fuels.

•  Oil and gas customers win on several levels: a 
more efficient industrial process, production 
of cleaner fuels and, thus, a reduction in 
greenhouse gas emissions.

•  In delivering the critical resource hydrogen 
to the refinery process, air liquide transfers 
efficiency to its customer as well.

air liquide oPtimiZes use of fo ssil energies

REFINERY



“  In cities, we face an array 
of urgent challenges 
to ensure intelligent, 
affordable and sustainable 
growth that protects health 
and the environment and 
provides opportunities  
for our people.”

Parks tau, mayor of Johannesburg 
(south africa)

dECOdInG



“ the most valuable 
industry contributors  
are capable of partnering 
with customers and 
other stakeholders  
to develop holistic and 
long-term systematic 
responses.”

    hiroaki suzuki, Lead Urban 
specialist and Team Leader 
for eco2(a) cities Initiative, 
world Bank

the exploding growth of cities worldwide 

presents us with a multitude of complex, urgent 

and associated challenges. among others, car-

dependent urban explosion risks choking us in 

congestion, lost time and environmental and 

noise pollution. Cities are responsible for 67% of 

energy consumption and 70% of the greenhouse 

gas emissions changing our climate.   

By 2050, seven of ten humans will live in 

cities. urbanization may be the single greatest 

challenge facing today’s world, particularly in 

developing countries where 90% of today’s urban 

growth is occurring. it is also a once in a lifetime 

opportunity to plan, develop, build and manage 

cities that are simultaneously more ecologically 

and economically sustainable.

PARAdIgm shIfT

absorbing the powerful wave of urbanization 

requires global and integrated approaches –  

in other words, a paradigm shift. Between  

2000 and 2030, expansion of cities in 

developing countries will double the amount  

of existing built-up urban area on the planet.  

innovations and new applications are needed  

to respond to the rapid bombardment of 

challenges across all sectors in order to advance 

urban societies constructed largely around  

19th-century inventions, such as cars, mass 

production and centralized power generation  

and distribution systems.

Converting waste to energy as part of a “circular 

economy,” integrating mass transit for smarter, 

interconnected mobility, changing land use 

regulation to create compact, walkable cities 

and preserving water catchment areas as 

“green infrastructure” are among the innovative 

opportunities.   

INdUsTRy PARTNeRINg

industry has a crucial role in this advancement. 

in addition to introducing new products and 

services developed through its own r&d, the 

private sector has the capacity to efficiently 

convert ideas into economically viable, large-

scale solutions that can transform cities and 

societies. 

the most valuable industry contributors are 

capable of partnering with customers and other 

stakeholders to develop holistic and long-term 

systematic responses that optimize limited 

resources to provide citizens with opportunities 

and improve quality of life, while preserving 

precious ecological assets. fulfilling this vital 

role of bringing the solutions that can create 

tomorrow’s sustainable cities, integrated and 

inclusive communities that are places of hope 

for all, that indeed is a noble calling.

70%  
of the world population will live  

in cities in 2050

City-zen
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URBANIzATION sTAke

(a)  ecological cities as economic cities  
www.worldbank.org/eco2



CH4

air liquide imProves the quali ty of urBan life
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run ClEan 
Booming consumption in metropolitan areas also means 
increased transportation and deliveries in cities.  to help 
transporters reduce pollution and noise from their delivery 
trucks, air liquide offers a cleaner, quieter solution for 
“cold” deliveries:  the refrigeration diesel motor in trucks 
is replaced with liquid nitrogen-powered cryogenic cooling 
equipment.

• Zero direct greenhouse gas emissions
• Noise reduced to the level of a conversation
• Best-in-class cold chain care performance
• Benefits: transporters, residents… and the planet

FrOm wastE tO EnErGy 
waste is becoming the new green. Communities worldwide seeking new 
energy sources are discovering a cost-effective solution immediately at hand 
in the form of municipal solid and liquid wastes. Exhaust gas recovered from 
landfills or anaerobic digesters and sludge produced from local community 
wastewater treatment plants can be converted to biomethane, a renewable 
natural gas. the result: abundant and cheaper energy. air liquide’s 
innovative technologies enable conversion of household wastes into biogas. 
Capable of being injected into natural gas networks or transformed into 
liquid biomethane, it can be used as fuel for vehicles, including as renewable 
hydrogen.

• Less water and waste disposal
• Reduction of trucks’ environmental footprint 
• Benefits: transporters, residents... and the planet

IdEas and sOLUTIONs
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quIEt In thErE!
as city populations swell, more people and more traffic must mean more 
noise, right? not necessarily. air liquide developed a unique solution, 
injecting rare gases such as krypton instead of traditional air in double-
glazed windows, producing energy savings and quieter interiors. 

• Noise reduced by 50% from traditional double gazed windows
• Thermal insulation optimized
• Benefits: window manufacturers, residents… and the planet

lEt thErE  
BE lIGht  
the market for public lighting is about to 
experience a boom. rapidly evolving into 
a mainstream lighting technology is the 
light-Emitting diode (lEd). In supplying 
all of the gases and purification equipment 
to bulb and lEd manufacturers, including 
nitrogen, hydrogen and ultra-pure ammonia, 
air liquide is helping to lower energy 
consumption.

• longer life light source
• Lower power consumption
• Lower maintenance requirement 
•  Benefits: public officials, residents… 

and the planet

air liquide imProves the quali ty of urBan life



“  I rely on the speed and 
power of my digital 
tools to help me do 
just about everything, 
keeping me connected 
wherever I am… at 
home, at work and  
on the move.”

Jenny Chung,  
financial analyst,  
hong Kong (China)

dECOdInG



“ air liquide’s alOha™ 
division is a leading 
participant in the 
innovation race to 
enable the increase 
in computing power 
and connectivity for 
consumers through 
cutting-edge advances 
in high performance 
electronics materials.”

    Ashutosh misra,  
director, ALOhA™ 
electronics Performance 
materials, Air Liquide

+25%  
projected growth rate in global  

smartphone shipments, 2011-2015
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a mobility-driven convergence of digital and 

telecommunications technologies is opening 

horizons for social interaction around the world, 

while offering new possibilities to facilitate  

daily life.  

weLcOme TO The dIgITAL Age

an unprecedented revolution in digital 

information is putting increased computing 

power and information in the hands of individual 

consumers, aided by the extraordinary progress 

in both electronics and mobile communications. 

at the heart of the revolution are increasingly 

light and versatile portable devices delivering 

improved connectivity, interfaces and data 

processing power. today’s smartphones, tablets 

and ultra-books offer platforms for listening 

to music, reading books, playing online games, 

chatting with friends by video and providing 

instant access to the internet and interactive 

social exchange. tablet unit sales already surpass 

notebooks and annual smartphone sales will 

soon exceed 1 billion units - 50% of the world’s 

annual mobile phone shipments.

INNOvATION dRIveRs

more mobile consumers are demanding longer 

usage time, greater speed and performance 

from their digital companions, driving constant 

innovation in processors, electronics components, 

displays and batteries. an improved user 

experience implies faster, more power-efficient 

processors and electronics components, crisper 

screen definition and higher battery capacity 

while reducing device weight and thickness. 

TINy PeRfORmANce eNABLeRs

meeting these challenges requires equipping 

high-performance electronic components 

with more powerful, versatile and power-

efficient chips that form the active core and are 

themselves composed of billions of transistors. 

optimizing the electrical properties of the tiny 

nano-scale transistors, or “digital switches,” 

requires improvements in the conducting 

properties of the chip’s constituent materials. 

through its aloha™ division, air liquide invents 

and supplies “advanced precursor” molecules 

with specific chemical, thermal, physical and 

high-purity properties for semiconductor 

customers. these innovative molecules, 

are provided as liquids in ultra-high purity 

canisters and dispensed to the manufacturing 

equipment, where the molecules are vaporized 

and deposited precisely, at the nano-scale level, 

forming successive, uniform layers of chip 

constituent materials. 

a more mobile world

hIgh Tech sTAke



nEw GEnEratIOn  
dEvICEs  
IntrOduCEd  
On thE marKEt

sCalE-uP PrOduCtIOn  
FrOm Grams tO tOns
•  selected molecule industrialized in one of alOhatm’s manufacturing 

centers: scale-up production, ultra-purification, metrology, quality 
control, packaging, etc. 

•  alOhatm team ensures proper global regulatory compliance for novel 
molecules introduction on the market
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fast traCKing air liquide alohatm’s   tailored moleCules

air liquide global manufacturing centers

lower energy consumption

IdEas and sOLUTIONs
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thrEE-way  
PartnErshIP FOr 
IndustrIalIzatIOn  
•   Close collaboration with semiconductor 

manufacturers and process tool makers 
to validate the “one and only” perfectly 
tailored molecule

•   Processes and selected molecules are fine-
tuned and evaluated at semiconductor 
manufacturers r&d for industrialization 

cheaper

customer

thE raCE Is On!  
•   new material for next generation 

microchip requirements defined by 
customer

•   request issued to air liquide, other 
contenders, and process tool makers  

at thE  
CuttInG-EdGE 
OF InvEntIOn   
•   air liquide creates multiple 

innovative molecule options, 
screens them at lab scale to come 
up with the most promising ones 

•   Patent filing to protect new  
materials and their usage in the 
manufacturing processes
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Consolidated inCome statements (summariZed)

Consolidated BalanCe sheet (summariZed)

For the year ended december 31

For the year ended december 31

in millions of euros 2011 2012

revenue 14,457 15,326

Purchases -5,762 -6,099

Personnel expenses -2,481 -2,667

other income and expenses -2,650 -2,768

Operating income recurring before depreciation  
and amortization

3,564 3,792

depreciation and amortization expense -1,155 -1,232

Operating income recurring 2,409 2,560

other non-recurring operating income and expenses 28 -27

Operating income 2,437 2,533

net finance costs -236 -248

other financial income and expenses -63 -64

income taxes -576 -566

share of profit of associates 33 20

Profit for the period 1,595 1,675

- minority interests 60 66

- net profit (group share) 1,535 1,609

Basic earnings per share (in euros) 4.93  5.17 

diluted earnings per share (in euros) 4.91  5.15 

in millions of euros december 31, 2011 december 31, 2012

assEts

goodwill  4,559  5,133 

intangible assets and property, plant and equipment  12,735  13,511 

other non-current assets  963  1,077 

tOtal nOn-CurrEnt assEts  18,257  19,721 

inventories and work-in-progress  784  776 

trade receivables and other current assets  3,276  3,320 

Cash and cash equivalents  1,806  1,187 

tOtal CurrEnt assEts  5,866  5,283 

tOtal assEts  24,123  25,004 

in millions of euros december 31, 2011 december 31, 2012

lIaBIlItIEs

shareholders' equity  9,759  10,212 

minority interests  237  233 

tOtal EquIty  9,996  10,445 

Provisions and deferred taxes  3,102  3,351 

non-current borrowings  5,663  5,789 

other non-current liabilities  316  281 

tOtal nOn-CurrEnt lIaBIlItIEs  9,081  9,421 

Provisions  191  243 

trade payables and other current liabilities  3,398  3,398 

Current borrowings  1,457  1,497 

tOtal CurrEnt lIaBIlItIEs  5,046  5,138 

tOtal EquIty and lIaBIlItIEs  24,123  25,004 
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Consolidated BalanCe sheet (summariZed)

Consolidated Cash flow statement 
(summariZed)

in millions of euros 2011 2012

Operating activities

Cash flow from operating activities before changes  
in working capital

2,728 2,913

Changes in working capital -193 -67

other -109 -137

net cash flows from operating activities 2,426 2,709

Investing activities

Purchase of property, plant and equipment and intangible assets -1,755 -2,008

acquisition of subsidiaries and financial assets -100 -879

Proceeds from sale of property, plant and equipment  
and intangible assets and financial assets

182 50

net cash flows used in investing activities -1,673 -2,837

Financing activities

dividends paid

• L'Air Liquide S.A. -679 -723

• Minority interests -42 -58

Proceeds from issues of share capital 52 37

Purchase of treasury shares -94 -104

transactions with minority shareholders -3 -11

net cash flows from (used in) financing activities -766 -859

effect of exchange rate changes, opening net indebtedness  
of newly acquired companies and other

-196 132

Change in net indebtedness -209 -855

nEt IndEBtEdnEss at thE BEGInnInG OF thE PErIOd -5,039 -5,248

nEt IndEBtEdnEss at thE End OF thE PErIOd -5,248 -6,103
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